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Introduction 
 

Although most clubs have access to a dumpy level, it is not usual for clubs to survey the 
levels of a green. The dumpy is usually used to do spot checks of levels across a green. A 
survey by definition requires “recording the features of an area (green) in order to produce a 
plan (profile) of the area”. 
 
For a survey dumpy readings are taken, at predefined points, every 2 meters over the green. 
The problem with this is the number of readings; 324 (36x36 meter green) which are merely 
numbers. The relative levels of the green have to be calculated from the dumpy readings; 
this is not a trivial exercise. It is also difficult to manually plot a plan (profile) of the green.  
Although a dumpy is relatively easy to use, the subsequent calculations and creation of a 
profile are very difficult without an aid of some kind.  

 
Microsoft Excel1 and a PC are the aid. The workbook2 “Bowling Green Excel” has two 
programmed spreadsheets3; namely “Input” and “Profile”. “Input” is used to capture the 
dumpy level readings taken and does most of the calculations. “Profile” extracts the 
information required and builds a printable picture (profile) of the green. The spreadsheets 
were developed for the very reasons outlined above. For initial surveys performed in the 
Eden district, calculations and plotting of levels were done manually. This was very time 
consuming as well as prone to errors; and also had to be redone completely if the base level 
used for calculations had to be changed. 
 
The method of surveying a green outlined in this document and the spreadsheets were 
successfully used at a number clubs on the Garden Route. In 2014 as a result of interest from 
clubs it was decided to rather run a workshop for those interested; so that they could 
acquire the skills in house. An initial set of notes etc was developed for this workshop which 
was held in George under the auspices of Eden Bowls. Then in 2016 another workshop was 
run in Cape Town under the auspices of Western Province Bowls. 
 
This updated set of documentation is more complete than the notes developed for the 
workshops; it incorporates suggestions from participants as well improvements identified in 
the two workshops held. The aim is a set of clear easily understood notes that can be used 
by clubs that want to survey a bowling green. The documentation is packaged as a PDF 
document “Bowling Green Write Up”.    
    
The hope is that a club could carry out a dumpy survey of a green using these notes and the 
workbook “Bowling Green Excel”.      

 
 
 
 
 

                                                      
1
 Excel a component of MS Office; can manipulate, analyze and perform calculations on large amounts of data, 

in spreadsheets, quickly and efficiently.  
2
 Workbook an Excel file that has one or more spreadsheets. 

3
 Spreadsheet a digital document in which data is arranged in the rows and columns of a grid.  
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What is Required 

In order to do survey of a green a club will need: 

 Access to a PC which has Microsoft Excel and Adobe installed. 

 Someone with basic PC skill; open a spreadsheet, enter data, print a spreadsheet, 

save a spreadsheet etc. 

 Basic understanding of levels – page 3. 

 Access to a working dumpy and staff; how to check a dumpy – page 6.  

 Ability to setup a dumpy and take readings from a staff – pages 4/5. 

 To have set up a datum; a permanent fixed point ideally placed in ditch at 

North/West corner of green. The datum is used to compare levels on a green over 

time – all levels are relative to the datum. If the tripod is disturbed or bad weather 

interrupts a survey, the dumpy can be set up again and readings adjusted by 

comparing readings to the datum. 

 Using non stretch rope/twine make up a cord with marks to indicate the points at 

which dumpy readings must be taken. For the survey; bowling green is visualized as 

an 18x18 matrix and a dumpy reading is taken in each block. If bowling green is 

36x36 meters; first mark is 1 meter from beginning of cord followed by marks every 2 

meters across the green – 18 marks in all. It is unlikely that your bowling green will be 

36x36 meters in which case use calculation (((width of green)-36)/2 + 1) meters for 

first mark on cord. For example: 

 34.0x34.0 green (34.0-36.0)/2+1=0.0 first mark at beginning of cord. 

 35.0x35.0 green (35.0-36.0)/2+1=0.5 meters to first mark on cord. 

 35.4x35.4 green (35.4-36.0)/2+1=0.7 meters to first mark on cord. 

 36.6x36.6 green (36.6-36.0)/2+1=1.3 meters to first mark on cord. 

 38.0x38.0 green (38.0-36.0)/2+1=2.0 meters to first mark on cord. 
By adjusting size of perimeter blocks 18x18 matrix caters for different green sizes. 

 Two 2 meters long canes – used to move cord across green. 

 Time to take dumpy readings; experienced + – 1hr30mn beginner + – 2hr. 

 Willing members who are prepared to spend a morning assisting. 

 Time to enter readings into “Input” spreadsheet + – 30mn. 
 Time to do calculations – instantaneous!!!! 
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Leveling Theory 
 

The basic principle used to determine levels is very simple. A horizontal line is imagined in 
relation to the ground; in fact this line is more like a plane which can go in any direction at 
the same level. By calculating the differences in elevation from the ground to the horizontal 
plane relative levels of points are established. 

 
      Horizontal Plane   
        
              Relative   Elevations    
           
 

      Ground 
 
 
 

The instrument commonly used to do this is a dumpy level and staff. Although the dumpy 
level is fairly robust, it is a sensitive instrument so take care when you handle it. Using a 
dumpy level and staff requires a certain amount of skill, but you will, with practice, soon 
acquire this skill. 
 
 

                     Staff  
            Horizontal Plane 
 
       

 
 

Dumpy Level 

        
         Ground 
 
Once the dumpy is set up and leveled, the horizontal plane is established. The staff can now 
be used to take readings at different points on the ground; the difference between these 
readings is the relative heights of the points surveyed. From the diagram it can be seen that 
point with highest elevation has smallest reading and point with lowest elevation has biggest 
reading. The differences between these readings allow the ground contour to be understood 
and drawn. 

 
 Horizontal Plane  

    Staff  Readings          Staff Readings  
 

  

                  
        Dumpy Level        

   
Ground 
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The Dumpy Level 
 
 

 
                                                    
Setting up Dumpy 

 

Take care when setting up dumpy, work carefully and methodically. Do not remove dumpy 
from case until tripod is set up.  

1. Open up tripod and extend legs to desired length, so that dumpy will be at eye level, 
tighten leg clamps. Place tripod in position where it will be stationed, balance legs 
and get top of tripod near level. Check that legs are in suitable position for taking 
readings, press legs firmly into ground.  

2. Remove dumpy from case and attach to tripod using large screw in tripod, make sure 
dumpy is firmly attached. 

3. Level dumpy using bubble; turn dumpy parallel to 2 foot screws, adjust level using 
these 2 foot screws, turn dumpy 900 degrees and level using 3rd foot screw. Bubble 
should be in centre of circle – if not repeat process until dumpy is level.  

4. Look into eyepiece and focus cross hairs using adjusting wheel. 
5. Test direction controls and use of gun sight for pointing. 
6. Test image focus controls. 

 

  

 

Dumpy Level Components  

 

1. Footplate – attaches dumpy to 
tripod  

2. Leveling Screws – to level 
dumpy  

3. Ignore 
4. Direction Control – to line up 

staff  
5. Object lens 
6. Image Focus Knob – to focus 

staff  
7. Gun Sight – for pointing  
8. Prism to see bubble level 
9. Leveling Bubble – indicates 

level  
10. Ignore 
11. Eyepiece focus screw 
12. Eyepiece – to look through  
13. Ignore 

 
Front 

 
 
 
 
 

Eyepiece 

b 

http://s2.manifo.com/usr/5/53711/9c/manager/niwelator-przod.jpg
http://s2.manifo.com/usr/5/53711/9c/manager/niwelator-tyl.jpg
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The Staff 
 

The staff an aluminum rod is graduated in 10mm intervals and has a bubble level on the 
back. It has sections and is adjusted by telescoping sections inside each other. 

 Every 100mm is numbered, the bottom half (50mm) is alternate red/black bands, the 
top half (50mm) looks like an E.  

 The staff is held vertically at the point being checked – accuracy of survey depends on 
accuracy of holding staff!! The bubble on the back is used to check vertical. 

 Readings can be visually interpolated to 1mm i.e. half the marking is 5mm, quarter 
2/3mm etc.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Reading the Staff 

 

1. Open up staff to required length; make sure sections are firmly locked. 
2. Make sure staff is held upright – check bubble level on back of staff. 
3. The dumpy telescope allows readings to be made over a long distance. Focus the 

telescope cross hairs first using the eyepiece control.  
4. Point dumpy at staff using the gun sight on the telescope.  
5. Focus on the staff using the focus on the side and the horizon direction control.  
6. Read off horizontal cross hair on the staff 
7. Readings are in millimeters – four digits. 
8. Record readings on a log sheet. 
9. Example staff reading showed in this picture is 2464 mm 

 
Remember that every time the dumpy is setup it will be at a different height; if readings 
need to be on the same base level, reading to a fixed datum must be taken every time 
dumpy is set up.   
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Checking a Dumpy Level 

 

Checking the bubble level 
 
Setup and level the dumpy as outlined above. Rotate the dumpy so that the bubble level is 
above one of the adjustment wheels and check that the bubble is still within the circle. 
Repeat process for all adjustment wheels. Provided the bubble stays within the circle when 
located over the adjustment wheels then the bubble level is sufficiently calibrated.  
 
Checking the horizontal 
 
Set up the dumpy half way between two fixed points A and B; distance between these points 
+ – width of green. Take readings A1 and B1 to staff at points A and B; move dumpy so that it 
is about 2m from point A and take readings A2 and B2 to staff at points A and B. 
 
Allowing 1 or 2 mms for reading errors the difference between A1/B1 must equal the 
difference between A2/B2; if it does not the dumpy needs recalibration. 
 
 

Dumpy

   A2 B2

A1 B1Point A Point BDumpy

Viewed from above

 
 

Dumpy Survey of Green 

The definition of a survey is “To record the features of an area (green) in order to produce a 
plan (profile) of the area”. To create an accurate profile readings are taken at 324 predefined 
points over the green; predefined so that they can be plotted on the profile. Each point 
therefore has elevation as well as position.  
 
These readings are entered into the “Input” spreadsheet and processed to create the profile 
etc. As all the calculations required are programmed into the spreadsheets; the survey and 
presentation of the data must be done identically to how it is in the spreadsheets. Top of all 
spreadsheets and forms is North; all readings are taken from North/West corner of green 
and entered from North/West corner of “Input” spreadsheet. 
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The diagram below shows how the matrix is set out on the green starting at North/West 
corner. 

West

Equal
North

First mark
x x x x

Ditch Board

x x x x

x x x x

Ditch Board

x readings taken every 2 meters over green

 

For the survey you will need; a clipboard and pen, a copy of “Dumpy Log” for recording 

readings – page 13, the cord for taking levels, the two canes for moving cord, plus three 

people; one to read and record levels, one to hold the staff and one to assist with setting up, 

moving cord, holding staff etc: 

1. Choose a position for the dumpy with a good line of site to the datum and green. 
2. Set up the dumpy and staff, make sure staff sections locked – pages 4/5 
3. First reading after set up and last reading before packing up are to the datum. 
4. First reading on the green is taken at a point equidistant (length to first mark on cord) 

from the two sides at North/West corner. Read staff at every mark on the cord, at end 
of row the cord is moved 2 meters; using canes and readings are taken in reverse 
direction. Repeat crisscrossing the green until whole green is surveyed. 

5. Make sure that readings are correctly recorded on the “Dumpy Log”. When staff 
moving West to East record readings left to right on “Dumpy Log”, when staff moving 
East to West record readings right to left on “Dumpy Log”. Note arrows on “Dumpy 
Log”  

  

Must Do’s 

 The datum must be a permanent fixed point e.g. a peg set in concrete that is never 
disturbed. 

 The survey must be done as outlined; operation of the spreadsheets requires this. 

 

After taking readings across 
green; use 2x2 meter canes 
to move cord.  
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Positioning the Dumpy 

Where the dumpy is set up for the survey depends on preference and experience: 

 Midpoint side of green;  
 readings are not taken looking into sun. 
 some readings will be over long distance.   

 Midpoint of green; 
 readings will be over shorter distance.  
 some readings may be into sun. 
 can’t take readings in area of dumpy set up. 
 use average of surrounding blocks for those readings that can’t be taken. 

   

Survey Interrupted  

It may be that the survey has to be interrupted, in this case proceed as follows: 

 Mark last reading on “Dumpy Log” 

 Mark row interrupted on ditch boards 

 When restarting survey, after setting up dumpy proceed as follows: 

 Use same “Dumpy Log” as before 

 Enter date above original date, read datum and enter reading above original datum 
reading. 

 Use marks on ditch boards to restart at interrupted row – complete row. 

 Complete survey 

The dumpy readings now have to be adjusted; subtract restart datum reading from original 
datum reading: 

 If positive original setup of dumpy higher – add difference to readings taken after 

restart to get onto same base. 

 If negative original setup of dumpy lower – subtract difference from readings taken 

after restart to get onto same base. 

 

The Excel Spreadsheets 

 

The “Bowling Green Excel” workbook provides two spreadsheets that are used to process 
the data. Listed in the order in which they are used, these are: 

 An “Input” spreadsheet – readings are transcribed from the “Dumpy Log” to the 
“Input” spreadsheet. This spreadsheet performs most of the calculations. 

 A “Profile” spreadsheet – this presents a printable profile, created from the 
dumpy readings as soon as a valid “Level To” value is entered. 
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All spreadsheets are oriented towards the North i.e. top North, bottom South, left West and 
right East. This convention must be followed to ensure that a correctly oriented picture of 
the bowling green is created.  

The Excel workbook and spreadsheets are all password protected to prevent corruption of 
the calculations and links between the spreadsheets. Ignore data in distributed spreadsheets 
and enter your data as explained in Input/Profile Spreadsheets.  

 

Input Spreadsheet 

 

2139 1042

1/2 1030 1038 1042 1039 1039 1037 1034 1041 1039 1036 1032 1031 1036 1031 1031 1030 1036 1036

2/4 1032 1042 1049 1050 1048 1049 1050 1049 1046 1044 1043 1040 1041 1040 1039 1038 1039 1039

3/6 1033 1041 1045 1049 1052 1051 1049 1049 1042 1044 1044 1049 1042 1040 1041 1041 1040 1040

4/8 1033 1045 1045 1048 1052 1051 1049 1044 1041 1044 1047 1048 1044 1042 1044 1041 1040 1040

5/10 1026 1044 1046 1044 1045 1050 1049 1047 1041 1041 1041 1047 1040 1040 1039 1039 1037 1037

6/12 1031 1045 1049 1048 1046 1052 1055 1049 1043 1041 1045 1042 1041 1038 1038 1039 1038 1038

7/14 1032 1048 1047 1043 1047 1054 1058 1051 1049 1043 1042 1045 1042 1039 1041 1035 1037 1037

8/16 1034 1048 1046 1045 1045 1050 1052 1050 1050 1042 1040 1043 1042 1042 1047 1045 1042 1042

9/18 1035 1043 1047 1052 1049 1049 1049 1049 1048 1043 1043 1042 1047 1042 1047 1048 1041 1041

10/20 1034 1041 1042 1048 1050 1048 1047 1048 1045 1045 1044 1041 1045 1041 1048 1043 1040 1040

11/22 1037 1040 1045 1050 1044 1044 1045 1043 1044 1042 1039 1042 1041 1048 1048 1044 1043 1043

122/24 1031 1040 1044 1050 1050 1044 1048 1045 1048 1043 1041 1040 1041 1044 1045 1040 1041 1041

13/26 1030 1041 1047 1051 1053 1049 1049 1050 1047 1042 1041 1041 1043 1046 1047 1036 1039 1039

14/28 1033 1042 1038 1046 1046 1050 1048 1050 1047 1046 1047 1042 1037 1037 1032 1031 1040 1040

15/30 1034 1042 1036 1038 1044 1049 1049 1048 1048 1048 1044 1041 1038 1033 1029 1036 1040 1040

16/32 1032 1041 1037 1039 1044 1049 1048 1047 1048 1050 1050 1049 1041 1033 1036 1032 1040 1040

17/34 1031 1040 1038 1042 1045 1045 1052 1058 1050 1050 1050 1050 1050 1040 1031 1034 1041 1041

18/36 1031 1040 1038 1042 1045 1045 1052 1056 1050 1050 1050 1050 1050 1040 1031 1034 1041 1041

1/2 2/4 3/6 4/8 5/10 6/12 7/14 8/16 9/18 10/20 11/22122/24 13/26 14/28 15/30 16/32 17/34 18/36

LevelDatum

North

Date: 20/08/2016Green Name: Jones

Dumpy Readings mm

 
Open “Bowling Green Excel” workbook; click on label Input to open “Input” spreadsheet, use 
home key to set cursor at start, then enter data from “Dumpy Log” i.e. “Green Name”, 
“Date”, “Datum” and “Dumpy Readings mm” taken across green.  
 

After data is entered click on label Profile to open the “Profile” spreadsheet and enter a 
value (in range of dumpy readings) into “Level To” field the only input field on the 
spreadsheet; a profile of the green surveyed will instantaneously be generated.  

Once data entered use “Save As” function to create an Excel workbook for the green 
surveyed; e.g. workbook in example named “Green Jones 2016” when saved using “Save As” 
function. Every green surveyed then has a workbook i.e. a record of the survey data and the 
profile is kept in a folder on the PC. The original workbook “Bowling Green Excel” is 
unchanged and available for next green surveyed.  

Protected field 
can’t be accessed 
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Profile Spreadsheet 

2139 1022 1053 1042

High Level Low Point 1042

1/2 6 4 0 3 3 5 3 0 3 4 3 2 4 3 3 3 0 0

2/4 4 0 -7 -8 -6 -7 -8 -7 -4 -2 0 2 0 2 3 4 3 3

3/6 3 0 -3 -7 -10 -9 -7 -7 0 -2 -2 -7 0 2 0 0 2 2

4/8 3 -3 -3 -6 -10 -9 -7 -2 0 -2 -5 -6 -2 0 -2 0 2 2

5/10 9 -2 -4 -2 -3 -8 -7 -5 0 0 0 -5 2 16 17 18 7 5

6/12 5 -3 -7 -6 -4 -8 -9 -7 0 0 -3 0 0 14 16 17 4 4

7/14 3 -6 -5 0 -5 -8 -8 -9 -7 0 0 -3 0 3 0 5 5 5

8/16 2 -6 -4 -3 -3 -8 -10 -8 -8 0 2 0 0 0 -5 -3 0 0

9/18 0 0 -5 -10 -7 -7 -7 -7 -6 0 0 0 -5 0 -5 -6 0 0

10/20 2 0 0 -6 -8 -6 -5 -6 -3 -3 -2 0 -3 0 -6 0 2 2

11/22 0 2 -3 -8 -2 -2 -3 0 -2 0 3 0 0 -6 -6 -2 0 0

12/24 6 2 -2 -8 -8 -2 -6 -3 -6 0 0 2 0 -2 -3 2 0 0

13/26 6 0 -5 -9 -11 -7 -7 -8 -5 0 0 0 0 -4 -3 6 3 3

14/28 3 0 4 -4 -4 -8 -6 -8 -5 -4 -5 0 5 18 16 11 2 2

15/30 2 0 6 4 -2 -7 -7 -6 -6 -6 -2 0 4 20 18 12 2 2

16/32 4 0 5 3 -2 -7 -6 -5 -6 -8 -8 -7 0 9 6 10 2 2

17/34 3 2 4 0 -3 -3 -8 -6 -8 -8 -8 -8 -8 2 11 8 0 0

18/36 4 2 4 0 -3 -3 -8 -6 -8 -8 -8 -8 -8 2 11 8 0 0

1/2 2/4 3/6 4/8 5/10 6/12 7/14 8/16 9/18 10/20 11/22 12/24 13/26 14/28 15/30 16/32 17/34 18/36

20 11 4.14 70%

20/08/2016Date:Green Name Jones

Reading to Low Point Level ToReading to Datum Reading to High Point

Maximum Cut Maximum Fill Estimated Fill m3

Level Set At

% Green Leveled

North

 

The “Profile” spreadsheet has only one input field the “Level To” field; this field must be updated in order to create the Profile. The value 
entered must be between “Reading to High Point” and “Reading to Low Point”; in example value entered is 1042 the midpoint between high 
point and low point. The “Profile” spreadsheet is the final product of the exercise; it has all the information deduced from the dumpy readings.

Input a value – between 
High & Low Point. 
Change value to get 
best fit. 

 

Blocks row 14/18 
column 14/16 high 
area – Ex 2  

Blocks row 5/6 
column 14/16 high 
area – Ex 1 

Take readings to 
3 low points. 
Then subtract fill 
at each point 
from reading. 
Result is level for 
pegs – Ex3 
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Profile Information 

The profile is a professional representation of a green’s levels. By using Excel and a PC the 
calculations and results are instantaneous. The attached printer can then easily produce a 
high quality color print of the profile. Information made available on the profile: 

 High, low and level areas are highlighted. 

 Estimate of fill required. 

 % green leveled. 

 Maximum cut and maximum fill 

The profile is an easy to use picture of the green surveyed. It shows on one page all the 
information required regarding a green’s levels. By studying the profile, the scale of the 
leveling exercise can be assessed i.e. how unlevel is the green and how much fill is required. 

Profile Simulation 

The initial profile created may not be the best picture of the green. Excel allows ‘what if’;  
the spreadsheets instantaneously recreate the picture of the green when “Level To” value is 
changed. Simplistically the green (page 10) could be leveled by setting “Level To” value=high 
point (1026) on green. This would require >26 m3 fill and maximum depth of fill would be 
32mm – obvious not practicable. 

The best fit is a trade off; look for high spots that can be isolated and lowered – scarifying or 
hollow tinning and watering. By eliminating worst highs; fill required is reduced dramatically, 
and fill depth is in range that grass can grow through easily. You will be guided by the profile 

and the indicators i.e. Maximum Cut, Maximum Fill, Estimated Fill m
3 and % Green Leveled. 

Isolate Problems 

The profile can be used to identify and isolate specific problem areas. The green is laid out as 
a matrix of blocks, each block has an exact position identified by row and column.  Rows run 
horizontally and columns vertically. Rows and columns are designated by grid labels e.g. 1/2 
top left corner 1 is row number; 18/36 bottom right corner 18 is column number.  

For example Ex1 and Ex2 page 10, are problem high areas that can be isolated using row and 
column coordinates from the profile.   

Using the cord made up for the survey these areas (Ex1 and Ex2) can be marked out on the 
green, and then lowered independently of other work on the green. By isolating and 
removing the two high areas “Level To” value can be set=1042; fill required would be about 
4.14 m3, maximum depth of fill would be 11mm and % green leveled 70% – a workable 
solution. 
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Leveling Irons 

For the actual leveling of the green using leveling irons; pegs need to be knocked into the 
green. There are two scenarios: 

1. The green surveyed before scarifying; scarifying alters the levels relative to the 
datum, however, the relative levels of points on the green remains largely 
unchanged. So proceed as follows: 

 Take dumpy readings to at least 3 low points on the green; example Ex3 page 
10. Then dumpy readings minus fill required at these points is reading at which 
pegs must be set, the result for 3 points should be essentially the same – use 
average.  

2. The green surveyed after scarifying; the best profile “Level To” value is used for 
pegs. In order to use a value from the profile it must be adjusted for the difference 
in set up height of the dumpy. This is done as follows; set up dumpy and take 
reading to datum, subtract datum reading from profile datum reading: 

 If positive original dumpy setup higher – subtract difference from profile “Level 

To” value. 

 If negative original dumpy setup lower – add difference to profile “Level To” 

value.  

The adjusted “Level To” value is now used to set the level for leveling irons. 

In Summary 

Leveling a bowling green is an exact exercise. The profile of the bowling green shows the 
highs and lows that define the exercise. Decision on how to proceed is then based on this 
information.   

Using ordinary tools, the profile of a bowling green can be produced. The process is not 
complicated although it requires discipline in how the survey of the green is done and 
requires some skill in using a dumpy. The only costs incurred would be for the hire of a 
dumpy and staff for a day. The work can be done by club members; specialists are not 
required. 
 
The time to complete the exercise is not excessive; between 1h30m and 2h00m for survey 
and about 30mm to enter data. This is not excessive considering the importance of levels on 
a bowling green and the value of a profile to work from. 
 
This process, using a PC and Excel, produces an accurate high quality picture of a bowling 
green and provides a standard profile of a bowling green’s levels. A record in the form of an 
Excel workbook is created for every green surveyed.  
 
The profile produced is accepted by Bowls S.A. as proof of a green’s level.  
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Date:

NB Orient leveling log at start - top of page North. Then take readings from top left i.e. N/W corner of green - this ensures that all worksheets are 

identically oriented. All readings are in millimetres there are no decimal points. First and last readings always to datum to check that dumpy

has not moved. Readings are taken crisscrossing green e.g. from left to right returning right to left - readings must be recorded in the same way.

N/W 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 N/E

1

2 North

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

S/W S/E

Green Datum:

 


